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SUPER PENCIL TAG LIGHTWEIGHT AM TAG

Specifications:
Acoustomagnetic (AM) hardtag for widest door
widths, with a magnetic super-Lock ™ locking mechanism for improved security. The tag uses the largest
and strongest ferrite rod and to protect merchandise
through exit widths of 3-5 m between antennas.
Compared to resonator tags and labels the protected
exit width is about 50 % wider. The Super Pencil Tag
is an excellent choice for the use with floor systems.
Detection height is comparable to a standard antenna
system.

AM Freqency
58 kHz ferrite
Compatible with all SuperLockTM detachers.
Length: 59.9 cm
Weight: 14 g
Standard colors: white, black or gray
Art.Codes:
TAG-PENS 58-GS = grey
TAG-PENS 58-BS = black
TAG-PENS 58-WS = white
This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz
TAG-PENS 8.2-GS = grey
TAG-PENS 8.2-BS = black
TAG-PENS 8.2-WS = white

Pins:
Can be used with “garment friendly” polished smooth
pins or for maximum protection and even higher
security with grooved pins.
Pins in boxes x 1000 pcs.
PIN F
Flat smooth pin
PIN F-G
Flat grooved pin
PIN D
Domed smooth pin
PIN D-G
Domed grooved pin
PO1/19S
10mm flat pin for thicker materials shoes, lether etc

For more information on our range of products please call Intrepid Security on
01372 736 980 or email info@intrepidsecurity.com. Or visit www.intrepidsecurity.com
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INTREPIDSECURITY

Intrepid Security supplies and maintains a unique portfolio • EAS: tagging from the world's leading manufacturers
of systems to prevent stock loss and protect profits,
across all technologies. We also supply tags, labels
and alarms for any manufacturer systems.
supporting a healthy, profitable, business. With over 30
years experience in retail, library anddistribution companies
• CCTV: The Highest definition cameras with mobile
of all sizes and in all market sectors, we have a unique
apps for dial in capabilities enabling you to see your
insight and understand that loss reduction cannot be sold
business 24/7, from anywhere in the world.
as a one size fits all solution.

Our independence enables us to offer impartial advice,
based on your company's specific needs and to work with
each business to provide a viable solution that works. We
supply companies large and small including many of the
high streets' best known stores as well as the world's
most famous department store.
We are constantly sourcing, researching and trialling new
systems from the industry's most innovative developers
and designers, in addition to our own in-house R & D, to
ensure that we can offer you the best loss prevention
solutions, including:

• SmartTrack Camera: 360o Vision with the world's only
Automated Twin Camera carriage track CCTV system.
Ingeniously concealed, this travelling motorised
system utilizes pan, tilt and zoom track cameras that
glide undetected along a track. Silent, swift and
precise
• Access Control: Software integrated, stand alone and
unique RFID solutions.
Our focus is and has always been on quality,
independent technical advice and customer support.

INTREPID SECURITY
We are constantly sourcing,
researching and trialling
new systems to ensure that
we can offer you the best
loss prevention solutions.

For more information on our range of products please call Intrepid Security on
01372 736 980 or email info@intrepidsecurity.com. Or visit www.intrepidsecurity.com

